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Abstract

In this article I reflect upon my experience as an ethnographer within the informal

African city, which I describe as a borderland. In the contemporary African city infor-

mality prohibits peripheral men from achieving manhood, predicated on marriage, which

requires steady work. As perpetual social juniors they fantasize about an elsewhere to

which an ever-porous world exposes them but which stands in stark contrast to their

lived experiences. Black urbanism (Simone, 2010) situates this mediated experience of

elsewhere, an imagined global conceived simultaneously as a space of creativity, possi-

bility and disillusionment through its linkages with members of the black diaspora

glorified through not productive but consumption-oriented identities. Positing that

we are both borderland figures, I discuss my interactions/intersections with peripheral

men in Abidjan, Côte d’Ivoire. I consider how my identity as a woman from the

African diaspora entailed a direct encounter with this elsewhere, and how this influ-

enced their lives.
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I had just met up with Tino and MC Black,1 two perfume vendors who manned a
small, portable bench in Abidjan, Côte d’Ivoire’s pulsing Adjamé market. I had
interviewed them when conducting preliminary fieldwork in 2006, and in 2009
I hired them as research assistants for fieldwork I was conducting with street
vendors. Already noted in their neighbourhood for their distinctive personas as
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aspiring hip-hop artists, they further bolstered their social status by being seen
swaggering in (imitation or real) Timberlake boots, low-riding pants and oversized
basketball jerseys with me in tow. On that day we were navigating Adjamé’s main
thoroughfare to catch a gbaka [local bus] to Yopougon, an outlying neighbour-
hood, or quartier populaire. Engaged in conversation a few paces ahead, Tino and I
noticed that MC was no longer with us. MC often found trouble with authority
figures and his fast talking did not always get him out of it – no surprise then that a
police officer had stopped him. As usual, the hassling became official when the
identification card MC produced at the officer’s request was barely discernible. It
was flimsy and battered but all he had, and identification cards were not easy to
replace. Thus MC was at the officer’s mercy: he could demand a bribe, seize his
identification, or even take him to jail.

MC was in a bind. I stepped in, confident that my foreignness – my light skin,
American accent and obvious sense of entitlement – would avert the unfolding
disaster. The officer looked at me. Then he looked me up and down. He smiled.
Knowingly, congratulatory, in fact respectfully, he asked MC, Ahh bon . . . donc tu
t’as trouvé une correspondante? or, ‘Soo then, you’ve found yourself a correspond-
ent?’2 Within moments they were doing complicated handshakes and MC was
explaining that he was an artist. The do-rag and dark sunglasses, the hip-hop
attire: these no longer signalled rebellion but access to a world elsewhere, one
that entailed women – foreign women, white women. MC was the man. After
a few more chuckles with MC and hungry looks at me, he sent us off with the
best of wishes.

This exchange occurred while I was conducting fieldwork with 20- and
30-something men, underemployed in the informal economy, and all unmarried,
to examine the relationship between masculinity, globalization and work. Over the
course of that year (2008–9) my life and research consistently touched the phenom-
enon of the peripheral man in search of a correspondante. The happily-ever-after
version of this story ends with a marriage visa. But even without that prize there
were abundant kudos in being seen coupling with a metropolitan woman, to use the
language of colony/metropole from the French colonial conquest. As such I became
positioned through the desire(s) – referring broadly to not only sexual desire but
the desire to experience an elsewhere – of the others I studied, a positioning that
also contributed to my theoretical framework (Kulick, 1995).3 Nearly every man
I met within my generational cohort on some occasion waxed lyrical – and point-
edly – about his fantasy to have an American (or at least a ‘metropolitan’) woman.

The oft-repeated urban legend begins with a correspondence: preceded by
chance or a holiday she has taken to Abidjan, for a period they might phone
one another, email, or write letters. Eventually they meet/reunite. The American
takes this lucky Ivoirian to her home, far away from Africa. Eroticized in the mass
media, his black African physicality supports the conviction that he offers a par-
ticular appeal to foreign tastes. And her attraction to him as a potential lover and
husband makes a man out of him in ways that the women of his country cannot.
Her transcending/transgressing desire redeems, legitimates him.4 Because of her
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financial independence (if not abundance), she sees beyond his otherwise emascu-
lating record of sporadic and meagre earnings, deeming him marriageable. Herself
being an ‘exotic object of prestige’ (cf. Bourgois, 1995: 41), the simple fact of their
association assures him status despite everything that, independently, he is not
in Abidjan. The ultimate prize of a marriage visa affords him unbounded oppor-
tunities to remake himself with work, money, and all that glistens in the
global North.

In our run-in, I had expected the officer to be intimidated by the authority of my
otherness. With me MC was no longer invisible, and I used this privilege liberally
to help out friends and research subjects in our frequent encounters with the police.
But I had not expected him to back off out of a boyish respect – the assumption
that I was MC’s score. Issues of gender, race, class, and nationality all came up
repeatedly over the course of my fieldwork in Abidjan. As a light-skinned, highly
educated African-American woman studying peripheral black African men
this was expected, and a significant concern for my research was how to handle
these situations in the moments they arose and as a broad structuring framework
for my interactions generally. Moreover, as acknowledged by ethnography’s reflex-
ive turn, the facts of my identity and the relationships I could and did forge over
the course of my fieldwork contributed also to the theoretical underpinnings of my
analysis.

Working with the concept of the borderland, in this essay I consider the African
informal city as a quintessential borderland while I, an ethnographer from the
African diaspora, and my research subjects, eternalized youth on the periphery,
represented archetypal borderland figures. I start from the fact that in the contem-
porary African city informality signals a betrayal of rationalized property systems
conceived along racial and gendered boundaries. This betrayal prohibits peripheral
men from achieving manhood, predicated on marriage, which requires steady
work. As perpetual social juniors they fantasize about an elsewhere to which an
ever-porous world exposes them but which stands in stark contrast to their lived
experiences (Ferguson, 1999, 2006). I employ the concept of black urbanism
(Simone, 2010) to situate this mediated experience of elsewhere, an imagined
global conceived simultaneously as a space of creativity, possibility and disillusion-
ment through its linkages with members of the black diaspora glorified through not
productive but consumption-oriented identities.

In reflecting on my fieldwork experiences with peripheral men in Abidjan, Côte
d’Ivoire, I consider how my identity as an African-American woman entailed for
them a rare, direct encounter with this elsewhere: I transmitted economic capabil-
ities and possibilities for social and cultural crossover. As a figure in my subject’s
lives I stimulated hope, yet illuminated the deficits that set apart the imagined
elsewhere from everyday reality. Moreover, I consider how aspects of my identity
were contingent on circumstance and made malleable by my subjects. Exploring the
friction of the ethnographic encounter (Tsing, 2005), I show how the intersection-
alities (Crenshaw, 1989) of my race (or more precisely, the distinct facets of dias-
pora and colour), class, gender and nationality, far from statically working in
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tandem, at times collaborated and at times opposed one another, creating varied
situational power equilibria between me and the objects of my study.

The African city as borderland

The African city is the quintessential borderland. While the mission civilisatrice
[civilizing mission] treated Africa as a colonial territory whose pillage was justified
by an Enlightenment narrative that othered the ‘dark continent’ as a savage abyss
of lawlessness, the city proper – the settler’s quarters – were conceived as oases
from where the colonialist way of life would expand outwards: systems of property,
rule and order. ‘Western notions of property are deeply invested in a colonial
geography, a white mythology, in which the racialized Egure of the savage plays
a central role’ (Blomley, 2003: 124). This frontier became a figurative, temporal and
spatial borderland between the worlds of property and a lack thereof, simultan-
eously conceived as law/lawlessness, history/pre-history, civilization/barbarism.
Hence those residing in cities were citizens with accompanying, modern rights,
and those outside, subjects (Mamdani, 1996). In hailing Abidjan as the ‘Paris of
West Africa’ – the focal point of all that was modern and thus worthy in the
national identity – Ivoirians came to conflate what it meant to be a citadin
[urban resident] and citoyen [citizen] (Newell, 2012: 9).

City life demanded that Africans embrace colonial norms, which included rigid
‘expectations of domesticity’ (Ferguson, 1999) wherein salaried, productive work
outside the home (and thus laying claim to property over land and family) and
nurturing and consumption responsibilities were accorded by gender (Moss, 1997;
Ferguson, 1999). In Francophone Africa, a man was not fully a freely-residing
citizen until he adopted the ways of the colonist, at which point he had ‘evolved’
and was denoted an évolué. Consumption was the feminine ‘corollary of wage
labour’, with European material culture thus setting differential standards for
African men and women (Moss, 1997: 85–6). In either case, embracing a colonial
identity was a passageway to rights and recognition (Ferguson, 2006). For many
men, work in the civil service, with a salary intended to support that parallel ideal
of a nuclear family, became integral to these ideas (Cooper, 2003: 128–37). Known
as the ‘civil servant republic’ for its deep predilection towards the public sector
(Crook, 1989: 216) and with work stratified by nationality so that ‘foreigners’
worked low-end and informal trades while ‘citizens’ (real men) were expected to
embody modern identities of the dignified office worker, this was especially the case
in Côte d’Ivoire (Le Pape, 1997; Matlon, 2011; Newell, 2012).

In short, the African city of the colonizer represented the belief in a Western,
property-oriented rationality reflected in new ordering principles for everyday life
that would impart progress to a backward territory, and established new borders
with class coalesced around racialized and gendered expectations. As such it was a
contested terrain of exclusion and inclusion, mapping limits of permissible and
navigable space for African men and women as well as a gateway for those who
accepted the modernization narrative. It divided citizen from subject, but also
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promised the possibility of crossing over through acculturation-as-evolution. To
reject (or be excluded from) those terms essentially meant acquiescing to a ‘bare
life’ existence, stripped of a citizen’s rights and entitlements (cf. Agamben, 1998).

The neoliberal/informal African borderland city and
eternal youth

A half-century after colonialism’s end, the African city continues to figure as a
borderland. An exemplar of ‘peripheral urbanism’ (Simone, 2010) and the ‘crisis’
(Mbembe and Roitman, 1995), the city is ‘understood in terms of its extracanonical
leakages, its lines of flight, its borderlands and interfaces’ (Mbembe and Nutall,
2004: 354). While contiguous with the othering process of the colonial project,
informality is a central trope of neoliberal discourse, a condition of everyday life
both celebrated as evidence of entrepreneurial activity (De Soto, 2000) and dispar-
aged for the desultory conditions under which peripheral urbanites survive (Davis,
2006). This borderland is the frontier if not the Wild West of neoliberal expansion,
an accumulation of urban space by a population itself dispossessed. Informality is
at once a proof of the incomplete conquest of capital (Heller, 1999) and the malaise
of late capitalism.

As a concept, informality has surpassed the strict notion of un-regulated eco-
nomic activity to describe the spaces and strategies of unincorporated populations.
In this broader definition, state neglect and exclusion from the global economy
have left people to their own devices, thus becoming the ‘infrastructure’ with which
to navigate the city (Simone, 2004). Opposing the panopticon-like modernization
projects that seek to render subjects visible (see Scott, 1998), informality functions
as an ‘organizing logic’ that ‘operates through the constant negotiability of value
and the unmapping of space,’ (Roy and AlSayyad, 2004: 5, emphasis added).
Informal spaces and livelihoods are situated as ‘global shadows’ of neoliberal glo-
balization (Ferguson, 2006). The ubiquitous shanties of the postcolonial urban
periphery represent capital’s final frontier, simultaneously harbouring propertyless
anachronisms and potential agents constituting the ‘fortune at the bottom of the
pyramid’ (Pralahad, 2005). But they are in a perpetual state of becoming; in both
the fantasies of those whose ‘everyday life conditions [have been narrowed] to a
minimal domain of safety or efficacy’ (Simone, 2010: 225) and the discourse of
politicians and policy-makers alike, the future always is just a little too distant.
Borderlands defy the propertied laws of progress set forth within the neat bound-
aries of the planned city.

Moreover, informal activities have historically and socially been labelled as
women’s work, thus threatening African men’s gendered identities (Le Pape,
1997; Agadjanian, 2005). Additionally, they fail to provide men with the means
to support a wife or children, essential precursors to ‘adult masculinity’ in Africa
(Lindsay and Miescher, 2003). So despite their lack of other options – the informal
sector in most African cities provides approximately 75 per cent of basic needs
(Simone, 2010: 21)5 – engaging in this work is an emasculating experience.
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Denied full manhood, this ‘sub’-class of lumpenproletariat men find themselves
caught in an eternal youth, a designator for underemployed, unmarried peripheral
men that marks not their demographic but social status (Newell, 2009; Jeffrey,
2010; Matlon, 2011; Locke and Te Lintelo, 2012; Mains, 2012). Youth refers to
a period of ‘life on hold’ (Diouf, 2003: 6). Neither childhood nor adulthood, this
‘waithood’ (Honwana, 2012) is a temporal borderland wherein the difference
between a boy and a man supplants colonial categories of civilized and savage
(Matlon, 2011). In the neoliberal city, racial and gendered distinctions established
under colonial/capitalist logics position peripheral men’s strategies as feminine and
themselves as boys.

Excluded as full social actors from family, community and nation, these
uprooted, eternal youth are simultaneously nowhere and everywhere. In this
sense they become transnational, establishing ‘new places of socialization and
new sociabilities on the margins’ (Diouf, 2003: 4). Their exposure to a world
beyond their borders is largely via ‘mediascapes’, or ‘image-centred, narrative-
based’ experiences of reality that set the foundation for an imagined life at home
and elsewhere (Appadurai, 1990: 9). Black Americans as perceived through
mediated accounts are particularly familiar ‘tropes’ (Pierre, 2013: 177; see also
Matlon, 2011). Articulated by black American struggles of which representation
has figured centrally, ‘the spectacular rise of black imagery in US media [has in
turn] produced the ironic conjunction between consumerism and black pride’
which has since disseminated globally (Ebron, 2008: 320). The fantasized lives
depicted therein offer welcome escapes from the hardships of daily life.

Pushed to the outer periphery of the African informal city, eternal youth redeem
themselves via belonging to a borderless global conceived and realized in the
imagination. In short, they inhabit a figurative, timeless and spaceless borderland,
a ‘geographical ‘in-between’ straddling African reality and the Euro-American
dream’ (Diouf, 2005: 231). Lacking that which is tangible, they seek a narrative
to enable ‘territory for the free play of the imagination’ (Diouf, 2003: 6). They and
their fantasized ideals – global media tropes of blackness – are archetypal border-
land figures.

The borderland (re)imagined: Black urbanism

The double arrival of colonization and capitalism necessitated that Africans engage
in alternative economies – informal activities – to resist complete incorporation and
thus maintain a degree of autonomy from authoritarian power. Beyond their remu-
nerative quality, these strategies engaged with modernity: Africans set out to define
for themselves what it meant to be modern while being denied entry into this
modern world that othered them (Simone, 2004). Members of the African diaspora
in the metropole had similar experiences. Collectively they have created a predom-
inant form of urban popular culture: in this sense those othered elsewhere (dias-
pora), yet whose alterity has become glorified in a mediated reality, also reflect the
othered (African) self (Ebron, 2008). Intersected with diaspora, constructions of
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race, class and citizenship assume multiple dimensions. In what Matory (2005) calls
the ‘live dialogue’, members of the African diaspora have looked to Africa, and
Africans to their diaspora, to vindicate themselves such that the borderland offers
new alliances and potential for creative expression (see also Pierre, 2013). Popular
culture connects reality with imagination, holding out hope for something better
that is yet unrealized. It offers ‘elements – of speech, gesture, and materials’ that
‘provide a haven for people’s passions to live differently’ (Simone, 2010: 316).

Simone (2010: 307–8) calls black urbanism a way of navigating urban life that
‘draws lines between different places and different ways of doing things’. It is both
an individual subjectivity and a survival strategy. He (2010: 281) explains:

Because black urban residents have had to maneuver their residency across incessantly

shifting lines of inclusion and exclusion, overregulation and autonomy, their experi-

ences provide an incisive platform for coming to grips with the combination of pos-

sibility and precariousness that seems to be at the forefront of urban life.

So while peripheral African men are situated within a temporal and spatial bor-
derland, they are equally poised as central figures in an imagined black community.
Alternatively, members from both sides of the African diaspora have been rele-
gated to the periphery (localized or imagined), and collectively represent archetypal
borderland figures.

My fieldwork with peripheral men who, irrespective of their low status, aspired
to be someone in their neighbourhoods and communities confirmed that the black
identities peripheral Abidjanais men embraced articulated a narrative of modernity
that encompassed the African diaspora. Elsewhere I have noted that ‘peripheral
Abidjanais men find belonging in mediascapes where, cultural consumers of the
African diaspora, they constitute a collective, borderless and eternalized youth’
(Matlon, 2011: 401). The reimagined borderland, a place where one vendor
explained to me that ‘One does not live, one survives’, carries a promise of black
cosmopolitanism that counters the shame of being denied adult manhood accord-
ing to terms set out under the colonial/capitalist conquest.

As mentioned above, the history of colonial/capitalist expansion to the African
city meant that exclusion from a productive identity has generated a particularly
gendered distress: joblessness is a threat to a masculine identity. Likewise, I found
that the black urbanism with which peripheral Abidjanais men identified was
definitively masculine, celebrating male icons in male-dominated spaces from the
barbershop to the football field. And while a local performer explained to me that
he preferred rap to local forms of music because it was ‘universal’, Abidjanais also
expressed a strong pride in the popularity of coupé décalé music that was developed
by the Ivoirian diaspora in Paris and has gained international renown.6

Everyday life involved strategies of replacing remunerative identities that ren-
dered peripheral men persona non grata as social actors with identities that con-
firmed their likeness to icons from the African diaspora. Central to such
embodiment was consumerism, even if limited to second-hand sneakers and a
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few beers on the occasional night out. In the market, used clothing with hip-hop
insignia, dollar signs and other referents to the United States or consumer culture,
and international brand names cost more. Newell (2012: 4) describes his experience
in an Abidjan maquis [open-air bar] watching men dance the logobi, a performance
of identifying all the prominent logos on one’s person. Identities thus embellished,
in Abidjan the gender-ambiguous borderland ‘inverts oppositions of production
and consumption’ (2012: 4). These connected peripheral men to a larger world of
neoliberal, consumerist capital legitimated in media and advertising even while they
remained excluded as potential husbands or fathers (Matlon, 2011). Connecting to
a greater black urbanism generated meaningful identities.

This borderland of fantasy symbolized capitalism’s failure in the lived experi-
ences of peripheral men coupled with its ideological success, enabling a space for
their imaginations to take root. In that sense it may not be capable of ‘showing the
new horizon’ and instead ‘may simply be about buying time as productively as
possible’ (Simone, 2010: 316). However, as individuated, celebrated consumers
in practical terms incapable of anticipating or planning for an uncertain future,
peripheral Abidjanais men are ideal-typical actors in a global economy
whose incessant shrinking of space and time operates under the promotion
of narrowed self-interest within an immediate present. Their identities celebrate
ownership, that right to property integral to the mission civilisatrice of the capital-
ist-colonial project. It is the ‘predicament’ of ‘capitalism’s black identity’ that
‘the rhetoric and symbolism of black struggle have become harnessed to consumer-
ism’ (Ebron, 2008: 319). Denied and defying production as a means to an end –
a secure livelihood with the opportunity to marry and transition from the status
of social junior to senior – consumption becomes means and end for defining
manhood at the periphery. In a mediated borderland, consumption is a small
way to realize a fantasized identity, and acts as an ideological liaison between
central and peripheral subjects. The ‘ghetto fabulous aesthetic’ leads the way
(Mukherjee, 2006).

Encountering the imagined elsewhere

People in environments sorely lacking formal infra- (and super-) structural provi-
sion are left to their own resources to network and advance personal agendas, but
they nonetheless frequently result in dead-ends. In this context the encounter
between peripheral members of Africa and the African diaspora represents a cru-
cial ‘crossroads’ (cf. Simone, 2010), or intersection. This intersection of subjects
positioned at opposite ends of the global divide is unevenly and imperfectly
patrolled by the stop-go-yield traffic signals of our media age: advertising bill-
boards, music videos, ubiquitous counterfeit brands and larger-than-life personal-
ities who reiterate a ‘dub logic’ (Chang, 2005: 447) by becoming brands unto
themselves. In ways large and small they mediate the terms of what it means to
be someone in the world today, and provide critical, albeit superficial, mechanisms
of exchange for the geopolitically distant. At the same time that informality
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functions to shield peripheral subjects from an oppressive gaze, visibility becomes a
symbol of worth.

Behar (2003: 36) refers to the ‘sadder anonymity’, not of being identified by our
social security numbers or credit cards, but ‘of the large populations around the
world mired in . . . oblivion’. Many before me have described how the ethnog-
rapher’s interest in the subject’s life is itself a legitimating force (elucidated in the
methodological discussions of, for example, Scheper-Hughes, 1992; Stoller, 1994;
Bourdieu, 1996; Auyero, 2003; Behar, 2003). Thus in the general sense of the
observer and observed and specifically in being an African-American conducting
fieldwork on the African periphery, my ethnographic encounter gave tangible form
and texture to an intersection otherwise realized in the borderland of the mediated
imagination that is black urbanism.

Because the ordinary node of communicating with the diaspora was normally
restricted to a unidirectional mediascape that passed no judgement, our encounter
held the possibility of either affirming or blowing holes in peripheral men’s ima-
gined connections. Given the frictions, or disparate pace of flows in the ‘process
geography’ (Appadurai, 2000: 7) of black urbanisms, simultaneously that of the
media and of the ethnographic encounter, coalescences as well as ‘disjunctures’ and
uneven ‘points of origin and termination’ (Appadurai, 2000: 7) came to life. Black
urbanism straddles the African periphery and the elsewhere of the imagination.

During my time in Abidjan I embodied a node within this black urban config-
uration. I too was infrastructure, a route to be navigated in the search for a better
life. I could be useful for my subjects as they for me in a constantly shifting social
terrain. Neither stiff colonial order nor scripted media exchange, as seen in my
opening anecdote our intersections/interactions entailed unpredictable outcomes
contingent on race (diaspora/colour), gender and nationality. As I discuss in the
rest of this essay, at different moments my identity as a ‘black American’ became
more or less useful than that of being a light-enough-to-be-white foreigner, placing
me on various points along the us–them divide. And the consequences of being a
woman could hurt or help the esteem of my subjects. In a particularly poignant and
public exchange that I discuss in depth, the multiple potentialities of my identity
became fixed into an imagined reality wherein I became the object to be observed.
My ethnographic duty required me to pay special attention to how my subjects
maximized my malleability while I capitalized on the alliances and the research
results that my identity(/ies) generated.

Upon arriving in Abidjan to conduct preliminary research for six weeks in 2006,
despite my interest in immigration flows from neighbouring countries I quickly
turned to the issue of chronic unemployment that had left a generation of my
contemporaries in search of a place for themselves in the world. Even the relatively
privileged struggled to insert themselves into the Ivoirian economy, and I often felt
that I might end up conducting an ethnography of waiting, empty or dead time (see
Jeffrey, 2010; Mains, 2012). Moreover, this crisis of work strained my personal
encounters with Ivoirians. The social inequalities that manifested in my personal
relationships were stark. Even my better-off friends spent the bulk of their days and
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evenings at their parents’ homes watching television because they lacked disposable
incomes to go out; I in turn realized how dependent my social life was on material
capabilities. In people’s homes I was always graciously offered home-cooked fare.
But besides a few special occasions organized in advance, I inevitably paid the tab
when we went out; my friends simply had no money.

This experience was not mine alone, and other expatriates with whom I spoke
were often bitter about the financial implications of socializing with Ivoirians.
Many chose to disengage and inhabited a disturbingly colonialist existence where
contact was limited to service. Nevertheless, I could share in their disgruntlement
over the ever-present materialism surrounding local-foreigner relationships.
Someone who has spent time in Francophone West Africa will likely be familiar
with the expression, Où est mon cadeau? or ‘Where is my present?’ I heard this from
dancers at the school where I taught, the secretary with whom I had minimal
contact in a language institute, vendors I approached on the street, and a host of
random acquaintances. I could rationalize the fact that if people are infrastructure,
the traffic jams caused by those trying to get ahead constantly strains social inter-
actions. Daily life is a perpetual ‘hustle’ (cf. Wacquant, 1998) and everyone is fair
game. But recognizing that geopolitical inequalities sully exchanges between us and
them makes them no more comfortable. The foreigner’s transience and geopolitical
privileges – no matter the circumstances of her arrival the pure fact of being there,
across an ocean and far from home, is an irrefutable sign of privilege – exacerbate
the functional and disposable nature of her companionship.

On the other end, I doubt that the constant reliance on the foreigner to foot the bill,
50 years after independence and despite the economic legacy of the ‘Ivoirian miracle’,
dignified Ivoirians or failed to generate a sense of resentment. Indeed, the African ‘big
man’ dispenses favours to ensure his social status, such that the one who pays also
stands at the top of the hierarchy. That a foreigner, and a woman, was assuming
this role challenged men’s dignity from both a gendered and colonialist angle; this
‘disturbing gender inversion’ threatened ‘[n]ational honor and masculinity’ (Ebron,
1997: 227). It was a matter of having and not having, and this boiled down to power.
Choosing to engage or disengage, the stink of colonialism still lingered, further com-
plicated by colonialist/capitalist notions of normative gender roles.

The social fact of our unequal exchange was sufficiently upsetting as to warrant the
conditions surrounding it a worthy research pursuit.7 Thusmy problematic centred on
how the unemployment crisis had influenced my generational cohort of Ivoirians, as
well as how intersecting the global, either real or imagined, influenced peripheralmen’s
self-identities.Masculinity comprisedmy analytic crux: as the un- and underemployed,
the ‘gendered political economic structures’ (Ferguson, 1999: 194) imported under the
colonial conquest meant that their egos had the most to lose. Indeed, despite the
central relevance of marriage to manhood and the fact that formal work was never
fully a fact of life in the African city, every Ivoirian man I encountered from my age
cohort was unmarried, and in every interview the response was the same: ‘I lack the
means.’ And there was a deep sense that non-work/nonconformity signalled failure to
be a man under any terms, colonial or African.
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I also found that men were most committed to identities located in global mass
media and advertising, identities that peripheral men from the African diaspora
also clung to in the absence of work (Matlon, 2010, 2011). During those times
watching television in living rooms, my male hosts typically tuned in to MTV or its
local equivalent where predominantly black American or Congolese music videos
played. A plethora of giddy questions accompanied the former, for there I was, a
real live black American, present to affirm (they resisted negation) facts about the
good life on the other side. Proud demonstrations of dance moves and a history of
West and Central African popular cultural flows accompanied the latter. Instead of
finding an ethnography of dead time I learned that men filled their waiting hours
with imaginations tapped via a neighbour’s television, pirated compact discs, or
care of the dj while enjoying a drink or two at the local maquis – usually with me or
a local ‘big man’ footing the bill. Consumerist/performative personas rehabilitated
identities otherwise invisible.

I have already described how I was useful to my assistants Tino and MC as a
source of income(/patronage), and as a status symbol. Research imitating life, in
fully realizing our mediated encounter we recorded two rap songs. Tino and MC
recognized that their proximity to me provided a unique opportunity for collab-
oration; despite being far from a singer or lyricist, I had the gift of fluent American
English. Their interest in my hegemonic language skills far surpassed their interest
in my finances, and for several months I agreed to spend at least one day a week
rehearsing with them. Life imitating research, having accompanied me in meeting
and interviewing mobile street vendors inspired one of the songs. MC rapped in
French, and Tino in French and the Gouro dialect from his native village in west-
ern Côte d’Ivoire. Calling himself ‘Busta Rhymes’, a man I had interviewed several
months earlier and who spoke rudimentary English joined the mix. At the
time Busta had been vending, but had since given this up for the more lucrative
trade of pirating music with his brother. I wrote some lyrics for Busta in English
as well as for myself based around the contradiction of both pirating and produ-
cing music:

Busta: I rob the high seas of the music industry

Group refrain: He’s a pirate!

Busta: See the hypocrisy of what I’m trying to be

Group refrain: He’s a pirate!

Busta: All these artists like me, we’re drowning in the seas

Group refrain: He’s a pirate!

Jordana: With one hand he’s trying to make it / But the other’s gotta take it / It’s a rat

race that he’s playing / Gives all he got so he can stay in / But he’s barely even hanging

/ That’s the reason why he’s singing

Group refrain: I’m a pirate!

Jordana: He don’t wanna be no thief / He don’t wanna be no pirate / He just wanna

make his music / And he wants you all to buy it

Group refrain: I’m a pirate!
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Jordana: But there’s a reason and a rhyme / To his nasty little crime / What’ll make

him do his time / Is his struggle to survive

Group refrain: I’m a pirate!

As a homage to the precarious informal activities they had been helping me docu-
ment we called the song Je me bat pour mon avenir [I fight for my future]. We
recorded it alongside one more in a small studio in the outlying neighbourhood of
Youpougon for US$20 each. Later we did a photo shoot for the ‘album cover’
(Figure 1) on the campus of the University of Abidjan, Cocody (one of the cosier

Figure 1. Album cover for Frères de Zayon [Brothers of Zayon, aka Zion]. Left to right: MC

Black, Busta, Jordanna, Tino Black. Abidjan, 24 August 2009. Photographer unknown. Link to

song: https://archive.org/details/JeMeBattePourMonAvenir.
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central quartiers). The songs immediately came to dominate the men’s interactions.
Tino and MC entered it in several hip-hop shows and convinced me to dance on-
stage with them. Irrespective of whether the song was any good, it was a trans-
Atlantic collaboration and that made it good. For a time they were fuelled with
visions of local and international success, speaking of submitting it to Radio
Télévision Ivoirienne first, and eventually using my ‘contacts’ abroad to reach the
international airwaves. Nestled between the dark reality and the brilliant promise
of neoliberalism, the borderland makes it possible to live in fantasy’s global shadow.

The borderland ethnographer

The relevance of my identity as I conducted this fieldwork highlights the possibi-
lities and limitations inherent to the interactional/intersectional nature of the
ethnographic method. As I have suggested, for the duration of my fieldwork my
ability to facilitate sociability and afford status generated a significant influence on
my subjects’ lives. Just as ‘observer effects’ are a fact of physics research, so are they
in ethnography (Monahan and Fisher, 2010). To take a cue from Goffman (1959),
we are all actors choosing scripts for the situation; as ethnographers we manipulate
our performance – and ultimately for a peer-reviewed audience. If I had not taken
my subjects out for the occasional drink, I might indeed have written an ethnog-
raphy of waiting, or one of wealthier men. So I profited from seeing what happened
when I did, well aware that the deeper involved my ethnography, the more my role
as infrastructure shifted my subjects’ ability to navigate the terrain.

I approached the field by first acknowledging my particularities and, second,
intending to make them useful. That I, a first-world woman of the African dias-
pora, was the ideal audience for the scripts and smokescreens with which men
revealed their black cosmopolitan alter egos was useful to highlight those very
processes. When on first contact a vendor lied to me about his earnings (as most
did), how far he stretched the truth gave me a sense of his financial lexicon. When
he met me at a maquis dressed a certain way, I gained a sense of what he wore to
meet a lady. Or when I stood silent and allowed a vendor to haggle aggressively with
a taxi driver in order to shave a few cents off of my fare home – although alone I
frequently, and willingly, paid much more – I did so not only to ‘blend in’ but also to
respect that this small difference might comprise that man’s daily wage.
While conducting an interview with a nationalist, purportedly blanket anti-
Western political propagandist, I found it instructive that he took me to one of
the city’s only shopping malls to impress on me an image of Abidjan that was
sophisticated and modern, unlike the indigenous maquis in the quartiers populaires.
Similarly I took note that in meeting another propagandist for a drink after President
Obama’s 2008 electoral victory, I found him giddy about ‘our’ great achievement;
however, the next week I sat as he, microphone in hand, sternly urged caution to his
fellow countrymen over embracing this agent of imperial power.

The outcomes of our intersections became ethnographic truths among many
potential alternative actions and reactions; this is a distinction between highlighting
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and fabricating a set of social processes. I certainly circumscribed this universe of
possibilities. That we were archetypical borderland subjects helped facilitate an
ethnography of black urbanism-as-borderland; a man, someone with darker or
lighter skin, an Ivoirian or a French woman would have written different ethno-
graphies, each elucidating different elements of the simultaneous realities that form
contemporary life in the African periphery. I have noted my control of the purse
strings; this likely exaggerated the social fact of my subjects’ inaccessibility to me as
a prospective partner. They combatted this sense of inadequacy through alternative
sources of validation. Revealed were the strategies that men without women pursue
to be someone in Abidjan, and in the world.

In a political and heavily male-dominated space called the Sorbonne,8 I sat for
months observing propagandists for then-President Laurent Gbagbo articulate
anti-colonialist, autochthonous positions. Surrounding the Sorbonne were
market stalls that catered to a predominantly male clientele. Over the course of
the day hundreds of men would pass through or sit for an hour or more, listening
to speeches and socializing with compatriots. Women vending drinks and snacks
and pre-teen shoe shiners catered to these men’s needs. Speakers typically spoke
heroically of the Ivoirian ‘revolution’ against neocolonial France, and dispara-
gingly about the alleged French, United Nations, and Burkinabé-backed northern
rebellion that kept the country divided in two from 2002 until 2011. For these
reasons, the Sorbonne was not known for welcoming foreigners. But I was even-
tually familiarized as one of the regulars and my friendly association with certain
higher-ups made this a predominantly welcome experience.

The older insiders who remembered me from my initial visit in 2006 affection-
ately referred to me as ‘Madame Coulibaly’,9 (essentially, wife of Coulibaly), one of
the first men I met and who had since risen to vice-president of the organization.
Then as now, I suspected that the openness insiders showed me resulted from a
combination of the fact that I was American – and when asked to clarify, an
Americaine noire [black American] – and a woman who was purposely naı̈ve and
ingratiating to their cause. For a comedian charged with gathering a crowd before
the main afternoon speaker, however, he did his job at my expense. To entertain
the male spectators he used my physical appearance to set the stage, and the col-
lective racial and gendered colonial imagination filled in the rest. Thus for his act I
became not only a white woman,10 but a French woman.

To the audience’s delight and my growing alarm, every time I appeared during
his act he implicated me more centrally in his script. Even without me this script
had been overtly misogynistic: he carried a large black dildo to gesticulate some
story about penetrating a hapless yet desiring woman, perhaps the maid or mis-
tress, perhaps the repressed white bureaucrat at the French embassy. For the first
month or so of seeing me he threw the occasional offhand remark. But by the time I
ended my fieldwork at the Sorbonne I had become the main attraction: microphone
in one hand and dildo in the other, he would describe in detail how some lucky
protagonist plucked from the crowd had taken me around the corner and satisfied
me. Or he would congratulate my research assistant, a young Ivoirian man, on
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having picked up a correspondante on his adventure to Paris. Stroking the dildo and
smiling broadly, he said it was clear that I was happy in Abidjan. This comedian had
struck upon a precious opportunity: I will hazard that never before and never again
would he have the opportunity to humiliate what he had constructed to be a white
woman, and certainly not as part of a public act. My tenuous role as a researcher
(myself faced with a precious opportunity) ensured my silence. And his was a win-
ning act: the more sexually explicitly he spoke about me, the more the crowd erupted
in laughter and cheers. Just as I did my job to the best of my ability with the available
tools, so did he; my being in the audience was one of those tools.

In what I have just recounted, those aspects of my personhood that otherwise
cemented my relationships in the field were denied in lieu of a clichéd narrative of
black lust and white desire. Absent of his microphone this comedian made no
effort to approach me and had no interest in destroying his illusion of me as a
white French woman. While my assumed identity and the fantasized encounter it
entailed paralleled that of my opening anecdote, the particular nature of this
interaction was that it hinged on objectification and opposition. This reflected
another troubling tendency: peripheral men’s self-legitimation through assertions
of power over, if not enacting violence on, women. The comedian narrated dom-
inance and intended to humiliate. Ultimately he aimed to maintain distance
between me and the men frequenting the space. In other words, he located and
then fixed me in place, constructing an interaction whereby his power was con-
ditional upon taking mine away. It demonstrated yet another simultaneous reality
of power configurations on the African periphery: autochthonous angst and
postcolonial frustration.

Far from the fluid, timeless and spaceless borderland of shared experience, this
fantasy maintained unyielding categories. It showed that my welcome was tenuous
at best, and contingent upon what my subjects wanted me to be. But this exception
underscores the norm: unlike the rigid allocation of identities within a colonial order,
my race (diaspora/colour), class, gender and nationality were most often negotiated
within shifting hierarchies wherein both my subjects and I stood as archetypal bor-
derland figures. The borderland is a space not of being but of becoming and poten-
tiality was our most prominent characteristic. Within this shared space men most
often aimed to establish linkages, not distance. Thus, to close, I wish to review the
effects that my identity(/ies) had on my ethnographic encounter.

To repeat, black urbanism-as-borderland refers to both the experiential burden
of precarious life in the African informal city and a fantasized identification with
the African diaspora. I have established that the latter sanctions a masculine,
consumerist popular cultural identity – being through having. It offers hope pre-
cisely because of its intangibility as a fantasized elsewhere. In this fantasy the
borderland subject reflects the potential self, the alter ego. This black urban pro-
tagonist is coded male equally by virtue of his hyper-masculinity on the stage or the
field as by the consumption capabilities that render him visible. The likeness – by
way of a shared black urban experience – to the man from the African diaspora
whose power inheres from first-world privileges restores a sense of peripheral
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African masculinity. Their intersections/interactions with me, a woman from the
African diaspora, had positive and negative consequences for their experiential
burdens and fantasized identifications.

As an American, I opened a path beyond peripheral men’s temporal and spatial
borderland. My presence – and interest – in their lives affirmed them and provided a
much sought-after local visibility. For the duration ofmy fieldwork, I offered an abbre-
viated escape from the worlds they inhabited, providing resources to move about and
socialize in Abidjan with relative ease, and without sacrificing a meal or rent to do so.
My subjects entered places usually denied to them, awaking tendencies that, independ-
ently,were only imagined.Moreover, I was an outlet to amore permanent elsewhere. A
few hours into ameeting, conversations inevitably turned toward the good life that was
America,near-mythicalaccountsofdistant acquaintanceswhohad journeyedover, and
earnest inquiries into the ‘contacts’ I might have at the American embassy.

As a member of the African diaspora, while not one of them I was the next best
thing – or better. During an interview a respondent recalled his emergent con-
sciousness as a young boy watching African-American musicians perform and
recognizing that they were ‘black like me’. Another bragged of being mistaken
for an ‘Anglo’ because of his hip-hop attire. In seeking to stand apart from
other men by participating in local popular cultural scenes or creating a physical
persona, I also became an accessory, a rare and tangible commodity. Further, my
interest in their lives legitimated the identities they sought to embody for them-
selves and among their friends and acquaintances; my attention was de facto
acknowledgement of their worth. Finally, I was a source of information, a live
node through which to fact-check their mediated knowledge against reality.

As a métisse I could be white or black as the situation demanded. The first
question the president of an association of nationalists asked me was if I was
Americaine noire, and his satisfaction at my affirmative response seemed to indicate
that in that case my poking around was acceptable. Upon hearing la blanche! [the
white woman!] at the Sorbonne, my informant quickly qualified that I was both
American (to be a white American is better than being a white French woman) and
métisse – thereby doubly affirming that I was on their side, part of their struggle.
When my white American father visited however, this same informant deemed the
Sorbonne’s central speaking area off-limits. But he strutted with pride in his quar-
tier populaire when my visiting white American girlfriend and I met him for a drink,
and asked after her for months.

With mobile street vendors whom I frequently met in their neighbourhoods, the
prideful strut was familiar, as was hearing approving shout-outs to them and la
blanche to me. But they also accepted me unequivocally as a real-life artifact of
black America and everything it embodied, and treated me as an expert of all things
in black popular culture. In short, my race shifted by convenience. And while the
label ‘white’ fit, my métissage afforded an accessibility to these peripheral postco-
lonial men in a way that racial ‘purity’ would have not; despite the undisputed
distance between me and my subjects, our shared black urbanism indicated that I
was still in some way one of them.11
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And lastly, as a woman I figured into the emerging fantasy of accessing else-
where through a marriage visa, a gendered reversal of the mail-order bride.12 Men
shamelessly shared their desire to find a correspondante – if not me, any friend of
mine would do – for a potential partnership. However, the social and economic
opportunities of my citizenship also rendered me in charge so that I wore the pants,
not masculinizing me so much as threatening to emasculate them. I was a powerful
producer and consumer entitled with opportunities that existed only in their
imaginations. While my affiliation afforded them a modicum of these opportunities
and legitimated their cultural personas, they did not eradicate the embarrassing
fact that I did for them what they would have liked to have done for the women
they did not have.

Thus within our exchange remained the constant shadow of their exclusion.
My time with them was transient, as was the status my contact afforded; though
our exchange was to propel me onto greater things, their futures were riddled with
insecurity and uncertainty. Despite our shared black urbanism they were eternal
youths, unable to provide for me in the way that men elsewhere certainly could. All
things aside, I was still a woman and they were still men. Hence the question from
the boldest among them: would I ever marry an Ivoirian?

My closest informants were my research assistants Tino and MC.
Beyond paying them a small salary I helped them invaluably by storing their
music online, and producing and performing with them. Their rising local repute
nevertheless faded when I left Abidjan. Occasionally they still call me, asking
for money or just to recall the ‘good times’. Wistfully, perhaps a bit desperately,
Tino recently said to me over a poor connection, ‘Jordanna, life in Abidjan is very
hard.’
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Notes

1. These were their stage names, and how they were known among their friends.
2. I conducted my research in French and translations to English are my own. At times I

only provide my translation.

3. While certainly positioned within the field, as an object of desire I was artificially so and
thus generated different expectations than if I had been a ‘native’ woman. This difference
elucidated interactions that themselves revealed issues of gender and sexuality as they

related to other aspects of my identity (see also Winchatz, 2010: 352).
4. In his seminal anti-colonial text Black Skin, White Masks, known also for its heavily

masculinist perspective, Fanon (1967 [1952]: 54) argues that, beyond sex with a white
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woman as the ‘ritual of initiation into ‘‘authentic’’ manhood’ for black (in this case,
Antillean) men who have recently arrived into France, her reciprocated love signals a
profound acceptance and total recognition – recognition otherwise available only to

white men. He writes (1967 [1952]: 45): ‘By loving me, she proves to me that I am
worthy of a white love. . . .Between these white breasts that my wandering hands
fondle, white civilization and worthiness become mine.’

5. Reflecting this rate, in 2002 Abidjan’s informal economy employed roughly 75 per cent
of the working population (Union Économique et Monétaire Ouest-Africaine, 2001–2).
Since sustained political conflict prompted the closure of businesses and attracted

Ivoirians from the interior in search of stability and security, these numbers are certainly
higher.

6. See Osumare (2012) for a parallel in the form of ‘hiplife’ music in Ghana.
7. I will add that I would have been unable to conduct my research as I did had it not been

for the fact of severe unemployment. For my safety as well as for additional feedback, I
always visited my fieldsites with a man. These chaperones were available by virtue of the
fact that they had nothing else to do.

8. For a discussion of the Sorbonne see Matlon J (2014).
9. This is a pseudonym.
10. In The Predicament of Blackness, Pierre (2013: 77) discusses the multiple meanings of

obruni in Ghana, which is most often associated with the class and cultural standing of
whites. The term, however, also generally implies an outsider status, accumulated
through the cultural, economic and political capital of the West. This distinction garners
both respect and resentment (2013: 175).

11. Ampofo and Darkwah (2008) show that in Ghana, while both white and black foreign
women married to Ghanaian men are to an extent treated as outsiders, white women
have more space to negotiate their normative Ghanaian gender roles.

12. This phenomenon has begun to receive wide scholarly attention, at least from the angle
of the white woman as traveller. In Africa, see for example Jacobs (2010), Asante et al.
(2009), Kibicho (2009) and Ebron (1997).
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